• **Start with relationships.** Focus on having ongoing communication throughout the school year. While teacher appreciation festivities are great, developing a rapport with teachers takes more than complimentary lunches or free coffee. Intentionally build relationships with educators at your school and learn about them as individuals. If you have a strong working relationship with teachers in your building it becomes much easier to offer help and ask for help in return.

• **Provide different ways for teachers to get involved.** Not all educators have time to come into school on a weekend or can attend an evening fundraiser. Get to know an educator’s strength and interests and ask them how they most want to engage. Use a teacher’s expertise by inviting them to suggest books for a read aloud or learning focused games and activities for events.

• **Learn more about what teachers need.** PTAs should support teachers’ work too. Many PTAs offer teacher grants or stipends for supplies which are always appreciated. Take it a step further and talk with teachers to learn their goals for the year and how families can support teaching and learning at the school. They will likely have strategies for how you can support your own child’s learning—and they may even need help making copies, cutting laminate or assisting in the classroom with a project. You won’t know unless you ask!

• **Invite them to become members!** Don’t forget to ask teachers to join the PTA. Once you have developed relationships with educators in the building, remind them how important it is to have them become PTA members. Having a teacher’s voice in your membership, and ideally on your Board, ensures an important perspective is represented.

**Continue Your Learning**

Watch the video, *[Let’s Talk About Putting the ‘T’ in PTA]* for even more tips!